Philosophy & Religious Studies
Upper Division Course Offerings

Tentative

**Fall 2019**

^PHIL 325: Women and Philosophy
PHIL 352: Greek and Roman Philosophy
PHIL 488: Junior Seminar - topic: Transformative Experience
–RELS 353: Judaism

**Winter 2020**

–PHIL 302: Ethical Theory
PHIL 353: Early Modern Philosophy
*PHIL 358: Existentialism
+RELS 401: The Daoist Tradition
–RELS 398: Earliest Portraits of Jesus

**Spring 2020**

*PHIL 317: Philosophy of Technology
PHIL 354: Kant and Nineteenth-Century Philosophy
^+RELS 403: Buddhist Thought & Practice
RELS 376: Contemporary Religious Thought

Classes marked with these symbols fulfill the following major electives:

^Diversity  – Western
–Value-Based  + Eastern
*Contemporary analytic and continental